COLOR THEORY QUIZ

Q.1) What are the 3 primary colors?
A. yellow, green, purple
B. blue, green, purple
C. red, yellow, orange
D. red, yellow, blue

Q.2) What are the 3 secondary colors?
A. red, yellow, blue
B. red, yellow, orange
C. purple, green, blue
D. purple, green, orange

Q.3) A secondary color is made by mixing two ______________________.
A. bright colors
B. opposite colors
C. primary colors
D. analogous colors

Q.4) Colors next to each other on the color wheel are ____________________.
A. complimentary colors
B. analogous colors
C. warm colors
D. cool colors

Q.5) The 3 warm colors are
A. blue, green, purple
B. red, yellow blue
C. orange, green, purple
D. red, yellow, orange

Q.6) The 3 cool colors are
A. red, yellow, blue
B. red, orange, yellow
C. blue, green, purple
D. green, orange, purple
Q.7) Another word for color is
A. dull
B. hue
C. monochromatic
D. intense

Q.8) Intensity refers to the ___________________________ of a color
A. lightness and darkness
B. stripes and dots
C. brightness and dullness
D. different values

Q.9) The complimentary color pair that goes with yellow is
A. red
B. orange
C. green
D. purple

Q.10) Intermediate colors are made by mixing a _____________ color with a secondary color.
A. warm
B. cool
C. complimentary
D. primary